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ABSTRACT

Nev solutions of the Euclidean EU(2) gauge theory having

finite field strength everywhere are presented. The solutions are

self dual or antidual and constitute a two-parameter family which

includes the instantons.
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1, Introduction

Euclidean 5U(2) gauge theory is of considerable

interest as a possible model for demonstrating the

mechanism of quark confinement, it has been studied

rather intensively for its feasibility as a realistic

description of the mystery of confinement through

testing the Wilson loop criterion, in the finite lattice

spacetime approximation .In a different approach to the

problem a one—parameter family of finite action solutions

(instantons) was used as the starting point for the

calculation of the interquark potential in the so-called

dilute instanton gaa approximation ,

It is therefore of some interest to realise that

the (anti) instanton solutions can be imbedded in a two-

parameter family of (anti) self dual solutions finite

everywhere. Although the extended family of solutions

gives, in general, infinite action; in our opinion this

feature would probably not vitiate the relevance of the

new solutions to confinement. As a partial justification

of this view one may perhaps draw on the analogy of

improvement in the behaviour of the field at 00 when a

charge is augmented with an equal charge of opposite aign

in its neishDonrhood. Vie may therefore hope that the
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infinity in action which arisei: from the nor.-var; is rang

at •• of the new sell dual so.l-jtiorc wiL ue absent, for

the solution (as yec not constructed) representing a pair

of ( generalised) instar.ton and anti-instanton. Quite

apart from their potential importance in the current

search for a lueehanism of quark confinement, the new

solutions are likely to raise new questions and lead to

further developments in the mathematical theory of

self dual Yang Kills fields hK

2. Formalism:
. t

In matrix notation ( 4* * i * 1 /

where jf Tl are the SU(2) generators), the Yang-Mills

field equations are

where the field strength is

It is well known that if /juv is defir.ee; as in (2) for an

A ? , - <•*

arbitrary Ap then /»,„ r- ± ̂ ,V/l(r A satisfies the

identity

T'".','.r- i '.' ' ' o r so ' l i e /<Ji» o n e d i s c o v e r s t r i . i t ^i* = c *f

(w;;F>:'i- C ' i i u s t i.e j ; / s i n c e ( ^ v ) - ^f •' t h e * :

sa t . i r - f i e s e q u a t ;;;'i ( ! ) .

"o d i s c o v e r 3i.:-r s o l u t i o n s 1 maK-e t h e f e l l owing

aiiHfit.K f o r !,h« t:aut-_e f i e l t i c o m p o n e r i t s

w h e r e fi " x - •* x i

(5a)

(5b)

(5c)

(?'•> *(p)a.Te functions of f to be determined in the

following from the requirement of either self duality

or anti duality

I would like to briefly mention here that q> gives a

mapping of $ ' *i * *£ * *t * J^ 9f onto 5 : f fa /•
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This mapping has Hopf invariant = +1 and it cannot be

deformed to a trivial map tall points mapped to a single

point),

From equation (4) one calculates the field strength

components

where

/•"

V

=

(6)

(6a)

(6c)

*»< sf f - X,,

K-

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

In deriving equation (6) it is helpful to know the

following relations

It may easily be verified that

(12)
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5. Self dual case :

The condition fpt » P/tv and equation (ltd; therefore

leaa, on inspection of the r.h.s. of (6), to the

following two equations

= o

'+ A + A + S

which have solutions given by

A =

** -

(13)

(lU)

/», Si*A (/* +
1 ~7

2 *

(15)

fi S*

/*« > fl, are arbitrary reaj. positive parameters, it can be

shown that the two si^ns .in equation (15) give gauge

equivalent pair of solutions for Ap ( when the parameters

/*•»/*! a r e given definite values). Tiius without .lose

of generality one of the signs in eouatlor, {\b) :uay be

dropped. In the following the upper sign is dropped.

In the limit a ->oo the solution (15) reduces to

-T-

1*0

Ar = -
(16)

which is the instantor.. Equations (13), (14) help

simplify the expression (6) for f-f,^ which finally

becomes

^ ff

J M ~* •—

(IT)

(18)

f'
as /"-> 0

(19)
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This limit is finite and depends on the path of

approach to the origin which is a point of finite

discontinuity.

4 . Anti-dual case:

The condition F*t s- /\df gives as before

+ 2/ + 1
2

'- X - A - J.
2

= 0

- T * = 0 .

(20)

(21)

To solve theee equations notice that the substitution

j>-* — snakes the system identical with that of (13,14).

The solutions of (20, 21) are therefore readily obtained

from (15) under the substitution />-* ——
i ' r

/»—»-— for elegance of lorti). These solutions give
' n
field strengths •

~JCl /„ f [22)

and are therefore probably not very interesting except

for the case fi »O which is the anti instanton.
Finite anti-dual case:

The finite anti-dual solutions analogous to the self

dual case above may easily be derived by setting

-9-

(23a)

f<J

(23b;

(23c)

(23d)

e3 .1
The tnapping f * * •+ S defined here now has
Hopf invariant = -1.

Retaining the definitions (6a, 6b, 6c) it way be

verified that all the equations in section (2) remain

-10-



valid except for the following modifications :(i) A

(ii)Equations (12) become
u.v

(2lt)

Equation (17) with the a"bove modifications is the fie!a

strength of the generalised anti-instanton. It is

finite everywhere and has a finite discontinuity at

the origin.

6. Hopf invariant

For the sake of completeness I present a brief

description of the Hopf invariant . let U^ , ti>, denote

'area1 2 and 3-forms on S and

such that they are normalised

respectively

S

Consider a map / : S -* 5 . This mapping induces the

pull back map f \ differential forms on S* >.

differential forms on S3. Row <((f*(Jt) = f*^ux

since . Since S has no non trivial 2-dimensional

5ecycles the converse of Poincare's le:.;nKi enables us to

/•* J i

conclude that / ux a tf«, where of, is a one form on 5

which is unique upto the differential of a function.

The 3-f arm ' of, A / « 2 gives an integral= J\ (25)

-11-

T, » w m^

which has the :'o I . i owi:ic: properties: (i) It, is invariant

under homotopic def ormatiuriB of f (ii) It is always

an ir.teger. This integral Is the Hopf invariant ot f
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